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2201/433 Collins Street, Melbourne, Vic 3000

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Area: 135 m2 Type: Apartment

Corene  Chan

0393293266

Tran Ma

0418933088

https://realsearch.com.au/2201-433-collins-street-melbourne-vic-3000
https://realsearch.com.au/corene-chan-real-estate-agent-from-core-realty-melbourne-2
https://realsearch.com.au/tran-ma-real-estate-agent-from-core-realty-melbourne


$1,600,000-$1,630,000

Rising grandly above the city's skyline and benefiting from a world class level of amenity, this magnificent, 3 bedroom plus

study apartment occupies a staggering 135 square metres of the 22nd floor of the highly revered and architecturally

brilliant 'Collins Arch' building. A modern day icon with a landmark skybridge connecting its two towers, the building has

been brilliantly crafted by Woods Bagot to soar above the CBD's most prestigious street, exceed expectations and stand

the test of time. A broad northern exposure introduces glorious natural light while framing a panoramic outlooks of

Melbourne's surrounds, while a vast open-plan kitchen / dining / living merges the timeless allure of evocative stone

benches with stainless steel Miele appliances and rich Oak flooring. Effortlessly, the open-plan flows outdoors to a

captivating entertainers' terrace that draws plenty of afternoon and evening sun.A well-conceived design reveals a main

bedroom with a fully-tiled designer ensuite and walk-in robes, all of which is themed to the central bathroom. Fully secure

with video entry and a concierge, the apartment also features central reverse cycle heating and air conditioning as well as

basement parking and storage.Designed for lifestyle, this is once-in-a-lifetime building defined by its 3-tier vertical

gardens, while offering access to a fully equipped gymnasium, a 25-metre swimming pool and yoga studio as well as

private dining with kitchen, a lounge and poolside entertaining. This is an unbeatable location near all key city attractions,

most notably the Yarra River, Southbank, Crown Casino, Marvel Stadium and Docklands, as well as Flagstaff Gardens,

Southern Cross Railway Station and multiple tram routes.


